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What is Turnitin?

 Turnitin is an online tool for:

o checking similarity of documents with other documents 
(to predict plagiarism)
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Why check similarity?
 There is a requirement by HEC and all publications that 

any research work should not be plagiarized

 Plagiarism is using someone’s work without giving due 
credit

 How Turnitin Helps?
 Turnitin checks all your written work (any text; a book, research 

article, monograph etc.) against any material available on Internet

 It cannot compare your writings with any work that is not available 
online. For example, if it is copied from an old book which is not 
available online

 It checks your work for “similarity” with any other work on Internet
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 Similarity vs Plagiarism

 Every similarity is NOT plagiarism

 Sometimes it could be an unavoidable similarity like a 
mathematical formula, or a definition in biology or 
English

 It is Instructor’s responsibility to see if similarity is 
plagiarism or not

 Filters in Turnitin: Turnitin allows to apply “Filters” to 
exclude those similarities that are not considered 
plagiarism
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HEC’s Guidelines to Use Turnitin
Similarity Index

 https://www.hec.gov.pk/english/services/faculty/Doc
uments/Plagiarism/Guidelines%20on%20Turnitin.pdf

 Important ones are copied on next slides. You can 
download the whole document (3 pages) using the link 
above
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How to Add a Turnitin Assignment in a 
Moodle Course 

(Stepwise)



Step 1 – Login to Moodle
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Moodle Login – Use your Username and Password
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Step 2: Select the Course in which you 
want to Add an Assignment
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Select your course
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Step 3: First of All, Go to “Settings” and click the 
dropdown (small arrowhead) there.

Click the arrowhead

Settings



Step 4: From the popup menu, select “Turn 
Editing On”. Moodle will go to Editing Mode.
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Click on “Turn Editing On”
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Now, you are in Editing Mode. You can 
edit the things here as arrows show. The 
+ sign or a “pencil” sign shows things 
that are editable.
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Step 5: Select the Section of the Course in which you 
want to Add Assignment. Then, in that section click 
“Add an Activity or Resource”

My course is Topic-wise. So I am adding 
assignment in the Topic “Assignments”. 
If you are using default, then, you can 
add it in any “week” you want.

Click on “Add an Activity or Resource” 

It may be your “Week 4”

It may be your Week 5



Step 6: In popup menu that appears, click on “Turnitin
Assignment”. Then click “Add”, shown by a circle.
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Assignment name and description

What kind of submission is required? 
Open it, See next slide.
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Submission type may 
be a file like word file 
or text submission 
means copy and paste 
or typing in a box. Or 
you can allow Any 
Submission Type. 
Students will have 
option.
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Number of parts in a file. Sometimes it 
is allowed that References could be 
separated and not checked for 
similarity. You can allow 2 files in that 
case.
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File size could also 
be decided.

The help icon: You can see a 
circled ? in front of each 
option. This is the help 
option. If you click it, this 
will explain meaning/uses of 
the option.
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You can also set that can students 
see the originality report or not.

There are advanced options as well. 
Please see next slide.
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You can select these options as per your 
choice or requirement

Repository option is important. If 
you store a document once into 
HEC’s repository then it is very 
difficult to remove it from there. If 
you submit that file’s modified 
version then you will have very 
high similarity index. That is why, 
preferred option is “No 
Repository”. 
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Click Save and Display
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This is like you see it next

Pencil means “edit” and a bin means “delete”
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Submission Inbox (no submissions yet)
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Submission Inbox (an old submission inbox of one of my courses)

Percent similarity: You can click 
this to see a detailed report. See 
a sample on next slide.



Sample Report
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Click on “Originality” to see report.



Match Overview - Originality
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Percent similarity

Matches shown 
by color



How to check individual matches?
Colors are used for showing matches
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Another Example of Color Coding or Match 
Overview
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Matches that may be removed
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Teacher can decide 
which matches 
may be removed.  
See an example 
here.

To remove a source, 
click it and Exclude 
button will appear 
on the bottom. 
Please see next slide.



Exclude Resource Using Filters
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Exclude selected resource.



Excluded Sources May be Restored
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You can also restore 
any excluded 
resource if you want 
it to be added later 
using the round 
button with a 
diagonal line.



For any Turnitin related issue or query, kindly contact 
the Turnitin Administrator Mr. Suleman Khairullah 
‘sulemankhairullah@fccollege.edu.pk’.
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Thank You!
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